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Dear Animal Friends

July 2014

Unfortunately once again I have some sad news today.
3 dogs have disappeared over night at the Centra Coconut Beach Resort Samui in Hua Tanon Sunday
night. The management from the Centra Coconut claimed that they caught the dogs and ‘rehomed’
them which is completely implausible since the 4 th dog was found poisoned, all happened in the same
night and also, the resort did ask us for help to catch them beforehand.
We had an appointment made with the
management on Monday morning to go and help
catching the 4 dogs living around the Centra
Coconut – all of them extremely popular with the
tourists.
Thankfully some animal friends were fighting
for his life all night long and managed to save
him after they found him poisoned on their
terrace (Bungalow B110).
Line Aronsen and Silke Nilsen called me in the
middle of the night and I told them what to do:
Lots of Charcoal Tablets with a lot of water –
and in the meantime – raw eggs. LESS suffered
terrible cramps and pain but he made it and is
now recovering at our shelter. Line and Silke
later found peaces of chicken filled with poison
close to their terrace.
Everyone knows how fast little children pick up
things. I think it’s despicable that poison is
being thrown on tourists terrace to poison a dog. One day after this happened, Line Eskil and Silje
Thanks to the great help of Line, Eskil Stig and went back to their home in Norway with some
pretty horrible holiday-memories…
Silje LESS has survived and got a second life.

Below you can find a copy of the Email from the manager of the Centra Coconut. After this email we
made an appointment so we could go and help catching the dogs. If a hotel needs to have all dogs
removed, I always react directly - the danger that the dogs get poisoned is too big.
Von: CBS-Front Office Manager [mailto:fomcbs@chr.co.th]
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 17. Juli 2014 11:10
An: info@samuidog.org
Betreff: RE: Catch stray dogs at Centra coconut samui resort.

Dear Birgitt,
We can’t catch them. They very fast run. Can you give some anesthetic for me?
I can collect the anesthetic from Thaling ngam branch by myself because nearby
our resort.
Best regards,
Ms. Nujira Nuansa-ard
Front Office Manager
Centra Coconut Beach Resort Samui
114/1 M. 4 T. Taling-ngam Koh Samui, Suratthani, Thailand
T: +66 (0) 7733 4069-70
F: +66 (0) 7733 4071
M: +66 (0)81-270 9086
E: fomcbs@chr.co.th

This Email I received Monday Morning:
-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht----Von: CBS-Front Office Manager [mailto:fomcbs@chr.co.th]
Gesendet: Montag, 21. Juli 2014 07:25
An: 'DRCS'
Betreff: RE: Coconut beach centra resort

Thank you Brigitte,
Now we can catch them. And put them in the suitable place.
Thank you.
Ms. Nujira Nuansa-ard
Front Office Manager
Centra Coconut Beach Resort Samui
114/1 M. 4 T. Taling-ngam Koh Samui, Suratthani, Thailand
T: +66 (0) 7733 4069-70
F: +66 (0) 7733 4071
M: +66 (0)81-270 9086
E: fomcbs@chr.co.th

After writing to the hotel 5 times in order to find out where they moved the dogs to I still got no
reply.
It’s anyway pretty unbelievable that they were able to catch the other 3 dogs without our help (we
have a special aesthetic we use to catch dogs which can be given in food).
There is really only the one explanation: The other three dogs got brutally poisoned – like LESS who
was found on the terrace of the tourists.
Unfortunately we only have pictures of two of the three missing dogs:

Please write (in English) to the Centra Coconat Beach Resort Samui and ask them what happened with
the dogs and where they are now and also how it was possible to find a poisoned dog there with
poisoned chicken close by? Small children could have just as well eaten the poison then as mentioned,
Line and Silke said they had also found chicken with poison near by.
Centra Coconat Beach Resort Samui
Front Office Manager
Ms. Nujira Nuansa-ard
fomcbs@chr.co.th
and
cbs@chr.co.th
.
Kind regards

Brigitte
And the Team
p.s.: For sure the management won’t be able to keep new dogs coming onto the property. If they now
receive a lot of complaints from you guys, perhaps they will next time give us the chance to get the
dogs before ‘catching’ the dogs and bringing them ‘to a save place’ themselves…

